CAN'T YOU HEAR IT?

INSPIRATION in IMAGES
“Can’t you hear it? Can’t you see?
It is in the silent, the quiet in me.”

by justme
“There is a silent deep place in the mind of man.”
by justme
“It is then shall I recall that warming glance, a mothers smile, an awkward dance, a red chair, a little boy, who only wished to care, it is only now shall that true sparrow in me, emerge, silently, silently.”

by justme
“When nothing was needed and fulfilment was not known.”

by just me
To him who has, shall it be given, the choice of man, man now living.
Wander ye, among the thorns, clinging he, his heart forlorn.
For a greater good, not told to man, for man has known, yet man, has no plan.
Yet settle he, upon the earth, feel the touch, the touch of birth,
he looks around and sees no pain, no human pull, no human gain.

He prays...

by justme
It is when a man can look upon the view he has, understand it as uniquely his own, contemplate the opposite, then allow for the in-between.
It is then he should resign to failure, inspire to greatness, pack it all together and say nothing, for fear his tongue betray him and hope through grace that grace exists.

by justme
“If you did not already have knowledge of the source you would not have returned to a place where it is so naturally felt.”

by justme
“Silent moment kiss my face, perfect moment perfect place.”

by justme
“Oh, to see this simple thing and to understand it’s not we who sing.”

by justme
Does the perfect relationship come from the unity of all things, is the struggle of humanity to find consolation within relationships a cry for the perfect, a desire for the unseen, the human scene merely an imperfect circle reflecting upon a perfect being, already connected to everyone, so connected there is no other, just one?

by justme